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Here is your all-in-one guide to these two dynamic parks, filled with all you need to make your visit

truly unforgettable! The vastness and uniqueness of Zion National park and Bryce Canyon National

Park create a dramatic backdrop for people of all ages to enjoy. In these two distinct parks one finds

a depth of beauty beyond compare. This unique, full-color guide unveils Gods powerful hand in the

grandeur of the vertical walls of Zion, the colorful hoodoos of Bryce Canyon, and all the diversity of

life found in these stunning displays of creation. Enjoy the companion book in the True North Series,

Your Guide to the Grand Canyon: A Different Perspective. Visited by over 3.5 million people yearly,

these National Parks are recognized as both stunning and accessible. Utilizing this distinctive guide,

you will be able to: Discover the beauty and grandeur of these parks with over 25 photographic

pages that fold out, displaying full-color images of this breathtaking scenery; enjoy the parks to the

fullest by utilizing the tips about park exploration, hiking trails, wildlife, unique geological formations,

Park services, and more; Learn about the climate, ecology, geology, history, and more for two of

America's most popular National Parks.
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Everyone has a worldview (the way that they view the world), and it is influenced by what they are

taught and believe. As a Christian living right down the road from Zion and Bryce, I really

appreciated the worldview of the authors. Instead of rehearsing the script we all have heard in



school and that is posted in the parks, the authors let the Bible be a basis for understanding why

these places are the way they are. If you are open to hearing their reasoning, you might realize that

there is a lot of wisdom there. It really challenges the problematic yet accepted theories of our

culture. Plus, as a guidebook for acclimating myself to these parks, this was very helpful, practical,

and professionally done. I have already bought another one as a gift for a friend.

The Guide to Zion and Bryce Canyons is a fascinating book! It feature two of America's most

spectacular national parks with beautiful photographs on fold-out pages. Unlike Grand Canyon,

people who visit Zion and Bryce often find themselves surrounded by and up close to the massive

formations. The Guide is compiled by 4 authors who mesh their areas of expertise as geologists,

canyon tour guides, and educators to bring together a valuable, practical book designed to enhance

anyone's trips to these areas. You can stand in the shoes of the photographers and identify features

nearby as well as features that are visible from miles away. You can plan your trips with confidence

from the detailed information about services and amenities in and around the parks. Itineraries for

visiting each park are suggested based on the visitor's available time. As visitors are confronted by

the fascinating natural structures in the parks, they can't help but ask, "What caused this?" National

park bookstores and tour guides tend to provide traditional evolutionary versions about the

formation of the rock strata seen in the canyons. The Guide gives readers a different interpretation

of the history of these rocks. This version supports the idea of a series of massive catastrophic

changes and events that formed many of the geological features in rapid succession. You will

understand why Bryce consists of burnt orange and white rocks and strange-looking hoodoos within

in large amphitheaters, while nearby Zion contains some of the world's tallest sedimentary cliffs

made up of white sandstone. You can trace sedimentary layers that extend form Bryce and Zion to

Grand Canyon. You will find these explanations to be scientifically-based and presented in ways

that don't offend the reader with illogical reasons. Readers are given accurate information that will

enable them to compare explanations and come to their own conclusions. The authors write from an

unapologetic Christian worldview, but are not dogmatic toward their readers. The Guide will

enhance your appreciation of these two American's treasures like nothing you've ever seen. The

canyon's geology, fossils, and ecology are examined in separate chapters in light of catastrophic

explanations. Whether you're a rock hound or a naturalist or just someone who enjoys majestic

scenery, this book is a treasure of its own.

America's natural beauty is something often forgotten and it's unfortunate that this is so. "Your



Guide to Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks" is a travel guide to these two beautiful national parks

as the staff at Master Books seeks to give readers a more complete guide to traveling through these

parks and seeing the particularly beautiful interests of the region. With a bit of faith intertwined to

encourage Christians to view God's work for themselves, "Your Guide to Zion & Bryce Canyon

National Parks" proves to be an intriguing and fun read, not to be missed, especially by those soon

taking a vacation.

The book has at least 14 quotes/passages/references to the bible. In a travel guide book really? I

wanted a guide book to Utah not religion. The authors even go to the extent that some dead pine

trees cannot be 10,000 years old because this goes against the Noah flood teaching. Wow! Tree

rings have a long reliable scientific standing unless you want to bend it to your faith apparently. I

thought I was totally swindled with this book until I discovered that the pages were flammable. I will

put the book in my camper for fire starter. Buy another guide book and have fun in Zion and Bryce

canyon folks.

The title and even back of this book could not be more misleading.I was very excited to receive this

book. It is beautiful and well made. I read the front and the back. It still appears like a normal hiking

guide.Flip to the Forward of the book for an idea of what this really is. The author asks "How can

something so beautiful be the result of destructive natural forces?" He then jumps into Genesis and

other biblical references.I wanted a guide with beautiful photography to plan my trip to Zion and

Bryce. I received a pretty picture book full of religious rhetoric.

I just love this book. It has 'Creation' in mind but not to the loss of geological information, animal

kingdoms, hikes, flora, history, or anything else. A gorgeous book and a delightful and interesting

read. You'll like this even if you are not tuned into the Great and Mighty One who made all of Bryce

and Zion, but He made us as well. It is beautiful and colorful and inviting to just sit and look at. Have

fun with this one.
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